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ABSTRACT
We have generated over-40 GPa pressures, namely 43 and 44 GPa, at ambient temperature and 2000 K,
respectively, using Kawai-type multi-anvil presses (KMAP) with tungsten carbide anvils for the first
time. These high-pressure generations were achieved by combining the following pressure-generation
techniques; (1) precisely aligned guide block systems, (2) high hardness of tungsten carbide, (3) tapering
of second-stage anvil faces, (4) materials with high bulk modulus in a high-pressure cell, and (5) high
heating efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Kawai-type multi-anvil press (KMAP) is a widely used high-pressure apparatus.1 In this
kind of apparatus, a sample is loaded in an octahedral pressure medium, and compressed with eight
inner (second-stage) anvils with corner truncations, which are compressed with six outer (first-stage)
anvils synchronously. A sample is heated by a resistive furnace that is usually placed in a thermal
insulator in a pressure medium. Heating elements are typically graphite, LaCrO3, TiB2 or noble metals
with high melting points such as Re. Materials for the inner anvil and pressure medium are usually
tungsten carbide (WC) and chromium-doped magnesia (MgO), respectively. Experiments conducted
with this kind of apparatus tend to produce more reliable data than diamond anvil cell studies because of
larger sample volumes and relatively stable and uniform heating. For these reasons, the KMAPs has
been a popular tool for high-pressure solid geoscience and high-pressure synthesis of novel materials.
Pressures that can be routinely generated using KMAP are, however, usually limited to 25-28
GPa, corresponding to the top of the Earth’s lower mantle.2, 3 This limitation is primarily a consequence
of hardness of WC anvils. While for many years the upper half of the lower mantle was considered
relatively uninteresting, recent seismological studies4 have shown that several subducted slabs penetrate
2
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into the lower mantle and stagnate at ~1000 km, corresponding to 40 GPa. It is therefore desired that
chemical and physical properties of mantle minerals are investigated reliably at pressures over 40 GPa
by using KMAP. Recent technological development of KMAP makes it possible to routinely generate
pressures up to 60 GPa5, 6, 7 by use of sintered diamond (SD) second-stage anvils. Even pressures over
100 GPa were achieved by the most advanced technique with SD anvils.8 SD anvils are, however,
extremely expensive, and therefore research groups that can purchase SD anvils and practically conduct
experiments with them are limited. For this reason, we have developed techniques to simultaneously
generate high temperatures and pressures exceeding 40 GPa using a KMAP with WC anvils.
Since we have succeeded in generating over-40 GPa pressures using tungsten carbide anvils for the first
time in the world, we report the experimental techniques adopted in these high-pressure generations.

II. HIGH-PRESSURE APPARATUS
The KMAPs used in this study are SPEED-Mk.II at the synchrotron radiation facility, SPring-8
(BL04B1), Japan, and IRIS-15 at Bayerisches Geoinstitut, University of Bayreuth, Germany. Details of
SPEED-Mk.II were already described elsewhere.9 Therefore, those of IRIS-15 (Fig. 1) are described in
this paper.
The concept of IRIS-15 is the same as that of SPEED-Mk.II. The high-pressure vessel was
designed on the basis of the DIA-type guide block system10, 11 (Fig. 1B). The DIA-type guide block
system consists of the upper and lower guide blocks with four 45° slopes and the four sliding wedges,
each of which is equipped with an outer anvil. By uniaxial compression, the four wedges slide on the
45° slopes of the guide blocks, and the six outer anvils synchronously compress the central cubic space.
A Kawai-type assembly consisting of eight inner WC anvils with truncated corners and an octahedral
pressure medium with a sample is placed in the cubic space. Currently, the outer anvils are made of
3
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hardened steel with a truncated edge length of 50 mm. The inner WC anvils have an edge length of 26
mm.
As is discussed in Katsura et al.9, the main problem with the DIA-type guide block system for
high-pressure generation by the above compression style is that press loads distort the geometry of the
space compressed by the outer anvils. In general, this compression space has a tetragonal symmetry
rather than cubic, because the strengths for supporting the outer anvils are different between the guide
blocks and the sliding wedges. This circumstance changes difference in vertical and horizontal
dimensions with increasing press load, which results in stress asymmetry within the compression space
to greatly increase probability of blow-out. In order to suppress this problem, a cavity was made in each
guide block to control the strength supporting the top and bottom outer anvils (Fig. 2). The size of the
cavity was adjusted by repeatedly compressing stainless blocks so that the horizontal and vertical
dimensions of the compression space formed by the outer anvils should ideally remain identical at any
press load. Figure 3 shows the results of the adjustment of the compressional space. Through a series of
adjustments, the changing rate in difference of the vertical dimensions from the horizontal ones with
pressure has been reduced from 22 µm/MN to −0.07 µm/MN. This rate is smaller than those of SPEEDMk.II (4 µm/MN) in the stage of Katsura et al.9 and also MADONNA-II (2 µm/MN12), whose guide
block is now installed in the frame of SPEED-Mk.II.

III. INNER ANVILS
A. Selection of carbide material
The hardness of anvil material is the most essential factor for high-pressure generation in
KMAPs. The usual anvil material is WC cemented by cobalt. In general, the hardness of the carbide
increases with decreasing cobalt content. Table I summarizes Vickers hardness, Rockwell hardness A
4
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scale, and compressional strength of several carbide materials (Hawedia ha-co6%, Fujilloy TF09 and
Fujilloy TF05). It was found that Fujilloy TF05 has the highest Vickers hardness among them. Because
it is well-known that the TF05 anvil has relatively small amounts of cobalt-binder and it is not only
harder but also more fragile, this kind of urtra-hard tungsten carbide anvil has the problem for repeated
use. However, it has been used for experiments needed higher pressures than before over years.13, 14
Pressures generated using the WC anvils with 3.0-mm truncation in combination with MgO + 5
wt.%Cr2O3 pressure media with an edge length of 7.0 mm are compared by detecting the electrical
resistance changes associated with the I-II (2.55 GPa1, 15) and III-V (7.7 GPa1, 15) metal-metal transitions
of Bi and semiconductor-metal transitions of ZnS (15.6 GPa1, 15) and GaP (23 GPa1, 15) (Fig. 4). The
results clearly show the highest performance of pressure generation by Fujilloy TF05, especially above
20 GPa. Therefore, we have adopted this carbide material for the further experiments.

B. Tapering of anvil
A major reason for the limitation of pressure generation with any anvil materials is yielding of
anvils, especially around the truncation. Even though the press load is increased, just the truncated
corners of anvils yield and the high-pressure volume formed by the inner anvils is not decreased. In
other words, stress concentration into the center of sample part needs to be kept to generate higher
pressure so as not to be dispersed it by the deformation of anvil top. In order to overcome this problem,
three anvil faces around the truncation are tapered by 1.0° in this study. This technique is essentially the
same as the “bevel” of diamond anvil cells.16 The three faces, opposite to the truncation, meet each other
at right angles (Fig. 5A, B). The tapering of the anvil faces is not a new technique for KMAP, but was
already adopted by Ref. 17 about 40 years ago. We compared generated pressures by using normal-type
(no-tapered or flat) and 1.0°-tapered anvils of 1.5 mm truncations in combination with MgO + 5
5
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wt.%Cr2O3 pressure media with edge length of 5.7 mm. The generated pressures at ambient temperature
were firstly examined using IRIS-15 by detecting the electric resistance changes associated with the
following phase transitions: ZnS semiconductor-metal (15.6 GPa1, 15), GaP semiconductor-metal (23
GPa1, 15) and Zr α-ω (8 GPa18, 19), and Zr ω-β (34 GPa18, 19). Fig. 5C shows comparison of pressure
generation using anvils with 1.5 mm truncation with and without tapering at ambient temperature. As is
seen, the ω-β transitions of Zr occur at 10.8 MN and 7.5 MN using flat and tapered anvils, respectively,
demonstrating that the tapered anvils has higher efficiency in pressure generation than the flat anvils.

IV. PRESSURE GENERATIONS OVER 40 GPA
The anvils adopted throughout this section were Fujilloy TF05 with 1.5 mm truncation and 1.0°
tapering. The pressure media were octahedral semi-sintered MgO + 5 wt.%Cr2O3 with edge length of 5.7
mm, and gaskets with 3.0-mm width and 1.0-mm thickness were used in most runs. Runs at 2000 K
using IRIS-15 adopted the pressure media with 6.8 mm edge length and gaskets with 3.0-mm width and
1.25-mm thickness. These gaskets have a slope at the top to accommodate the pressure medium without
any special gap. High temperature was generated with a cylindrical joule heater placed in a pressure
medium. Re and Mo foils were adopted as the heating elements. Temperatures were measured using a
W3%Re-W25%Re thermocouple. In order to suppress applied electric power, LaCrO3 was used as
thermal insulator in runs at 2000 K with IRIS-15. Phases in samples recovered from high-pressure and
high-temperature conditions were examined by using a micro-focused X-ray diffractometer (MFXRD), a
field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with an energy-dispersive X-ray analyzer
(EDX) and analytical transmission electron microscope (ATEM).

A. Pressure generation at ambient temperature
6
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Generated pressures at ambient temperature were examined by in situ X-ray diffraction using
SPEED-Mk.II. The schematic drawing of the high-pressure cell assembly is shown in Fig. 6A. Energy
dispersive X-ray diffraction by white X-ray beams collimated to 50 μm horizontally and 200 μm
vertically was adopted at diffraction angle 2θ = ~8° using a germanium solid-state detector (SSD). The
diffracted X-ray was collected in an energy range up to ca. 160 keV calibrated using fluorescence of Cu,
Mo, Ag, Ta, Pt, Au and Pd. To minimize the effect of preferred orientation of samples, the press was
oscillated between 0 and 8°.9 The sample was a mixture of MgO and 5 wt.% of Au, and generated
pressures were determined from relative volumes of Au and MgO, based on equation of states of Ref.
20and 21, respectively. The sample was loaded in a Mo foil tube, which also worked as a heater. Al2O3
was placed in and out of the Mo foil tube. The reason for the loading of Al2O3 is that it has the much
higher bulk modulus (~240 GPa22) than MgO (~160 GPa22).
Figure 7A shows results of examination of pressure generation by in situ X-ray diffraction
experiment of SPEED-Mk.II together with those of IRIS-15. The generated pressures in this run were
almost equivalent with those of IRIS-15 up to the press load of 6-7 MN. Above this press load, pressures
generation was more efficient in the experiment conducted in SPEED-Mk.II, which may be due to the
use of Al2O3 around the sample. The generated pressure reached 43 GPa at the maximum press load of
15 MN.

B. Pressure generation at high temperatures
The lower-mantle mineral of bridgmanite (Brm), whose primary composition and structure are
MgSiO3 and orthorhombic perovskite, respectively. This phase coexists with Al2O3 corundum (Crn) at
pressures higher than 26 GPa,24 and the Al2O3 content in Brm coexisting with corundum increases with
increasing pressure.25 Therefore, the Al2O3 contents in Brm can be used as a pressure calibrant for high7
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temperature quench experiments above 26 GPa. The Al2O3 contents in Brm coexisting with Crn were
calibrated as a function of pressure at 2000 K by Z.-D. Liu et al. (submitted), who demonstrated that the
Al2O3 content in Brm reached 25 %, namely pyrope composition (Mg3Al2Si3O12), at a pressure of 45
GPa.
We tried to synthesize Brm with the pyrope composition at a temperature of 2000 K and a press
load of 15 MN (the maximum press load of the present apparatus). A schematic drawing of the cell
assembly is shown in Fig. 6B. The sintered akimotoite (ilmenite structure) with the pyrope composition
(py-Ak) was used as a starting material to minimize drops in sample pressure due to volume reduction
by the phase transition. The py-Ak was synthesized from glass with the pyrope composition (py-glass)
using flat anvils with 3 mm truncation at 26 GPa and 1170 K. 25 The py-glass was synthesized from a
mixture of MgO, Al2O3 and SiO2 with 3:1:3 molar ratios, respectively, by melting at 1950 K for 1 hr,
and then quenching by falling it into water. Powdered py-glass was directly packed at the center of a Mo
foil heater in a 5 wt.%Cr2O3-doped MgO octahedron with 7.0 mm edge length. The sintered py-Ak was
loaded directly to a Re heater. The heater was then inserted into another cell assembly (Fig. 6B), where
the majority of the pressure medium was replaced by a LaCrO3 thermal insulator. LaCrO3 is an opaque
material, which should prevent radiative heat transfer to allow high-temperature generation with small
electric power. The pressure medium was then compressed in IRIS-15 and heated to a stable temperature
of 2000 K. As shown in Fig. 7B, a comparison of heating efficiency between two high-pressure cell
assembly (Fig.6A and B) demonstrates that the LaCrO3 cell assembly (Fig.6B) has 1.5 times higher
heating efficiency at 1100 K than Al2O3 cell assembly without LaCrO3 (Fig. 6A).
The resultant run product was not Brm but had a LiNbO3 (LN) structure with
Mg3.06(3)Al1.94(6)Si3.01(3)O12 composition. An SEM observation showed that there are tiny (1-2 µm) Al2O3rich parts, which should indicate coexistence of Crn. Ref 26 reported that Brm with Al contents
8
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exceeding 0.5 atoms on a 3-oxygen basis such as natural garnet composition (Mg,Fe,Ca)3Al2Si3O12
cannot be recovered to ambient conditions, but transforms to an LN structure during decompression. A
similar experiment with almost same power for heating to a temperature of 2000 K at a press load of 6
MN indicated that a recovered sample was a mixture of Brm with Al cation number of 1.59(2) with Crn:
this Al2O3 content in this Brm indicates that the generated pressure was 36 GPa at this press load. This
also supports the hypothesis that LN phase at 15 MN was formed by back transformation of Brm during
decompression. Therefore, the LN-structured material with the Mg3.06(3)Al1.96(5)Si3.00(2)O12 composition
recovered from the press load of 15 MN should have been Brm at the high pressure and temperature and
indicate generation of ~44 GPa pressure. Details of the Mg3.06(3)Al1.94(6)Si3.01(3)O12 compound with the
LN structure will be described elsewhere (Ishii et al. in preparation). Figure 7A shows the pressure
calibration curve at 2000 K. Here we emphasize that the heating efficiency is essential for high-pressure
generation with multi-anvil apparatus at high temperatures, because we also examined pressures
generation with the cell assembly to generate high temperatures using a Mo heater with an Al2O3 sleeve
for in situ X-ray diffraction (Fig. 6A), and found that the generated pressure monotonically decreased
with increasing temperature from 43 GPa to ~36 GPa at 1100 K. Pressures at high temperature are
changed by the balance between pressure elevation by thermal expansion of materials in high-pressure
cells, and pressure reduction by the enhanced flow of gaskets by high-temperature softening. We infer
that the high-pressure generation of 44 GPa at the high temperature of 2000 K was realized by the
thermal pressure overcoming the softening of gasket materials by the high heating efficiency due to the
LaCrO3 thermal insulator.

V. CONCLUSION

9
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In this article, we demonstrate the pressure generation over 40 GPa using a KMAP with the WC anvils
by combining available high-pressure techniques. The use of hard carbide material, anvil tapering and
highly incompressible pressure-transmitting material effectively enhance pressure generation. At the
maximum press load of 15 MN, maximum sample pressures reached 43 and 44 GPa at ambient pressure
and high temperature of 2000 K, respectively.
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TABLE I. Comparison of properties of carbides used for anvil material of multi-anvil experiments
Company

Hawedia

Fujilloy

Type

ha-co6%

TF05

TF09

Vickers Hardness (MPa)

2040

2280

1760

Rockwell Hardness A*

94.5

>94

93.0

Compressional Strength (GPa)*

>7

6.7

6.1

*These values are taken from catalogues of the above companies.
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FIG 1. Photographs of IRIS-15. (A) Overview and (B) the lower guide block with two sliding
wedges. (1) load control system, (2) lower guide block, (3) upper guide block, (4) heating
system, (5) outer (first-stage) anvils, (6) Teflon sheet and (7) the sliding wedges placed on the
45° slope. In (B), the other two sliding wedges are not placed to show the bottom outer anvil.
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FIG 2. Cross sections of the lower guide block (A) before and (B) after the 1st compression test.
The red part in (B) denotes the increase of volume of the cavity in the guide block to suppress a
relative increase of the vertical dimension to the horizontal one in the cubic compression space.
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FIG 3. Deviation of the vertical to horizontal dimensions of the cubic compression space of
IRIS-15. The horizontal dimension increased with respect to the vertical one with increasing
press load at a rate of 22 µm/MN. It was suppressed to -0.07 µm/MN by trial-and-error
adjustments.
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FIG 4. Comparison of pressure generation at room temperature using carbide material hawedia
ha-co6%, Fujilloy TF09 and Fujilloy TF05 with 3.0 mm truncation. Bi, ZnS and GaP are
pressure calibrants at room temperature. Solid circles, triangles and diamonds are the results by
hawedia ha-co6%, Fujilloy TF09 and Fujilloy TF05 anvils, respectively. TEL, truncated edge
length.
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FIG 5. Comparison of performances on pressure generation of flat and tapered anvils with 1.5
mm truncation (Fujilloy, TF05) at room temperature. (A) and (B) Tapered anvils with 1.5 mm
truncations as seen from [100] direction and [111] direction, respectively. (C) Pressure
calibration curves at room temperature with flat and tapered anvils. ZnS, GaP and Zr were
pressure calibrants at room temperature. Solid circles and open circles are the results by flat and
tapered anvils, respectively. TEL, truncated edge length.
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FIG 6. Schematic drawings of high-pressure cell assemblies for the pressure generation tests. (A)
For in situ X-ray diffraction experiment and (B) quench experiment. (1) dense alumina, (2) MgO,
(3) MgO + 5 wt.%Cr2O3 pressure medium, (4) crushable alumina sleeve, (5) W3%Re-W25%Re
thermocouple, (6) Mo electrode, (7) sample (MgO + 5 wt.%Au), (8) sample (sintered ilmenitetype Mg3Al2Si3O12), (9) Mo heater, (10) Re heater, (11) LaCrO3 thermal insulator. 5.7/1.5 and
6.8/1.5 are octahedral edge length of pressure medium / truncated edge length of inner anvil.
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FIG 7. (A) Pressure generation using TF05 anvils with 1.5 mm truncation and 1° tapered faces at
room temperature and high temperature (2000 K). Circles and diamonds are pressure generated
with IRIS-15 at room temperature and 2000 K, respectively. Triangles and squares are pressure
generated with SPEED-Mk.II at room temperature using equation of states of Au20 and MgO21,
respectively. Dotted line was drawn using triangles and squares. ZnS, GaP and Zr were pressure
calibrants at room temperature. TEL, truncated edge length. (B) Comparison of heating
efficiencies of Al2O3 (Fig. 6A) and LaCrO3 (Fig. 6B) cells. Circles and diamonds are correlations
between the supply power to the heater and temperature of sample part in Al2O3 (Fig. 6A) and
LaCrO3 (Fig. 6B) cells, respectively. Electric powers extrapolated with those between 850 and
1100 K (dotted line) were supplied above 1100 K because thermocouple broke above 1100 K.
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